We
say, “I'm in”for respect on the job and to secure
			

the benefits our families rely on. We say, “I'm in” to make a difference. We
say, “I'm in” to improve the lives of students and all classified employees.
As CSEA members, we say “I’m in” for all these reasons and more.

“

”

I'm in for strength in numbers.

We stand together, and our bosses have
to respect us. We negotiate the best
contracts because administrators know
that our unity is unbreakable.

“

Sandra White

Paraeducator
Los Molinos Chapter 806

I'm in to make
a difference.

Ron Walker

Bus Driver/Custodian/GroundsYuba
Orland Chapter 456

“

”

CSEA gives me the tools I need to
serve the students and stand with
my co-workers.

”

I’m in for better treatment.

Dora Jaramillo

Administrative Secretary Orland
Oceanside Unified Chapter 370

We advocate for each other so we
can continue the important work we
do every day.

Being a CSEA member...
is like being part of a family. We defend and advocate for each

other, whether it’s by fighting unfair treatment on the job or by helping a fellow
member who needs assistance. Our unity makes us strong and helps us earn the
respect we deserve for dedicating our lives to serving the
WHAT
WHAT NONstudents of California.
MEMBERS GET

MEMBERS GET

CONTRACTUAL representation only.
REPRESENTATION on disciplinary, unemployment

and other work-related issues.

VOTING RIGHTS on all tentative contract

agreements with management.

EDUCATION SERVICES including CSEA’s FREE College

program and other scholarships and grants.

SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE including $5,000 FREE

accidental death coverage.

AMUSEMENTS AND ATTRACTIONS discounts to pre-

mier theme parks, movie tickets and much more.
FREE LEGAL ASSISTANCE available in times of

emergency and financial hardship.

CAREER GROWTH opportunities to help you

maximize your potential.

FINANCIAL SERVICES from credit cards and

mortgages to banking needs and more.

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE provides financial

relief to members in need.

RETIREMENT PLANNING to help you make the most

of your retirement income.

MEMBER DISCOUNTS on home and auto services,

hotels, rental cars and restaurants.

PUBLICATIONS and other member-only information

on classified employees and CSEA.

A VOICE about the issues that impact you, including

voting on annual dues.*

*Annual dues, set by chapter delegates at Annual Conference, are 1.5 percent of the first $3,150 of monthly gross salary (exclusive of overtime but
including longevity, professional growth and anniversary increments), but shall not exceed a maximum of $472.50 annually. Local chapters may assess
additional local dues as authorized within their local constitutions.
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